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GT:  A cat resting on the ground next to some beer bottles and a table.

NOC: A cat sitting on a wooden chair looking at the camera.

NOC-REK*: A black and white cat sitting on top of a wooden table. (kitty, 
bottle, can, tap, table)

NOC-REK: A black and white cat sitting behind a bunch of bottles. (cat, 
cupboard, beer, bottle, cabinet)

GT:  Passengers sit inside a bus that includes television screens.

NOC: A group of people sitting on a train platform.

NOC-REK*: A group of people sitting on a bus. (bus, person, window, light, 
limousine)

NOC-REK: A bus filled with lots of seats and a flat screen tv.  (bus, seat, tv, 
windshield, curtain)

GT:  A player on a tennis court swings a racket.

NOC: A man is playing tennis on a court.

NOC-REK*: A man in blue shirt and black shorts playing a game of tennis. 
(tennis racket, sport ball, tennis ball, man, background)

NOC-REK: A man swinging a tennis racket at a tennis ball. (tennis court, 
tennis racket, sport ball, man, person)

GT:  A zebra and some other animals are laying down.

NOC: A zebra standing next to a dirt ground.

NOC-REK*: A group of animals that are sitting in the dirt. (zebra, animal, 
sand, cow, ground)

NOC-REK: A zebra and other animals laying on the ground. (yak, zebra, 
rock, ground, horse)

VinVL + VIVO: A group of elephants standing on top of a dirt field with trees 
in the background. 

NOC-REK*: A group of elephants standing next to each other. (elephant, tree, 
rhinoceros, sand, animal)

NOC-REK: A large elephant with a seat on its back. (elephant, seat, tree, 
ground, animal) 

VinVL + VIVO: A group of people sitting in wheelchairs in a gym with a 
flag.

NOC-REK*: A group of people riding in a wheelchair in a building. 
(wheelchair, flag, basketball, person, wheel)

NOC-REK: A group of men in wheelchairs playing basketball in a gym. 
(wheelchair, basketball, people, men, personal care) 

VinVL + VIVO: A man sitting in front of a chair in front of a pile of books.

NOC-REK*: A man sitting in a chair in front of a bookshelf. (bookshelf, 
bookcase, father, man, book)

NOC-REK: A man in a suit sitting in front of a bookshelf. (tie, office chair, 
suit, bookshelf, man) 

VinVL + VIVO: A man sitting on a keyboard in front of a accordion in a 
room.

NOC-REK*: A man playing an accordion in a room. (musical instrument, 
harpsichord, accordion, man, human face)

NOC-REK: A man is playing an accordion in a room. (accordion, person, 
man, living room, piano) 
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Full: A man riding a wave on a surfboard in the ocean. (surfing, surfboard, 
wave, ocean, man)

-COCO: A man riding a wave in the ocean. (man, wave, ocean water, ocean, 
surfing)

-Nocaps: A person riding a surfboard on the water. (surfboard, person, water, 
sea, snowboard)

Full: A woman sitting in a chair holding an accordion. (chair, office, 
accordion, woman, person)

-COCO: A young woman playing an accordion. (woman, accordion, office, 
human face, windshield)

-Nocaps: A person sitting in a chair holding a keyboard. (keyboard, person, 
chair, wall, window)
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